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Executive Summary
This deliverable is a brief reference, documenting the websites and repositories that contain the
coding guidelines and documentation of the REScoopVPP-tools.

These code and documentation repositories target 3 distinct audiences:

1. The developers and maintainers of the tools
2. The parties responsible for installing COFY-boxes on location
3. Third parties, interested in using and or adapting the tools

There are 3 documentation and code web pages: COFY-docs, a wiki-style documentation page for
COFY-box and COFY-cloud documentation and installation guidelines; the REScoopVPP Gitlab, a
code repository for all software blocks running on COFY-box and COFY-cloud; and Enda, the
Python machine learning project for energy portfolio forecasting.
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COFY Docs
The COFY-docs website, a wiki page found at https://docs.cofybox.io, serves as the homepage for
all documentation. It contains the architecture and documentation for the COFY-boxes’ firmware and
software blocks; architecture, data exchange formats and deployment instructions for the
COFY-cloud backend system; and installation instructions for end users and technicians that install
COFY-boxes in the field.

This wiki page is frequently updated. The swagger documentation for the COFY-cloud API will also
be linked on this page.

figure 1: Screenshot of the COFY-Docs website
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REScoopVPP Gitlab
The REScoopVPP project page on Gitlab, found at https://gitlab.com/rescoopvpp, hosts the code
repositories of the COFY-boxes’ software blocks and the COFY-cloud’s Data Processing Engines.
Next to code versioning, Gitlab is also used as a tool for issue and bug tracking by the development
team.

figure 2: Screenshot of the REScoopVPP Gitlab project page
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Enda
Enda is the name of the Python library tasked with Portfolio Forecasting, developed in WP4. At
https://github.com/enercoop/enda, the code can be found alongside some working examples and
datasets. Enda is also published on the Python Package Index at https://pypi.org/project/enda/.

figure 3: screenshot of the Enda Github page
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